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THE 
FLORIDA BEFORE

THE CIVIL

OF COTTON IN
AND DURING
WAR

By DOROTHY DODD

The fluctuating price of cotton in the 1840’s caused
the cotton planters of Florida, like their brethren in
other parts of the South, to consider ways in which
they might stabilize the price of their staple crop
in order to stave off economic ruin. 1 Numerous pro-
posals were made to this end, 2 but none met with
more widespread response throughout the South
than that. of bringing the cotton mill to the cotton
field by establishing cotton manufactories through-
out the cotton producing regions.

The arguments in favor of the southern manufac-
ture of cotton were largely economic, though social
and political reasons were also urged. John Finlay-
son, of Jefferson county, writing in 1854, estimated
that the cost of production and conveyance of cotton
to market in that county was about four and one-
half cents a pound. This estimate, which apparent-
ly did not include factors’ commissions, demon-
strated, according to Finlayson, “what all cotton

 planters know: that disastrous seasons, or low
prices, leave but scanty profits, a continuation of
which must inevitably drive them to the rearing of

1 The average price per pound of cotton produced in the United
States from 1841 to 1850, inclusive, ranged from a low of 5.92
cents in 1845 to a high of 11.3 cents in 1850. The average for
the ten year period was 7.89 cents. J. B. D. DeBow, The Indus-
trial Resources, Etc., of the Southern and Western States, I, 149.

2  A convention of the cotton planters of Middle Florida, which
met at the court house in Tallahassee late in 1850 or early in
1851. recommended the formation of a Cotton Planter’s Associa-
tion, chartered by the states of South Carolina, Georgia, Ala-
bama, Louisiana, and Florida, with a capitalization of $20,000,000,
which should seek to secure a monopoly of the southern cotton
crop and to maintain prices at a level of about 11 cents a pound
by withholding surplus cotton from sale. Ibid., 128-134.
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factories by which they can convert the raw material
into yarn or cloth.“ 3

Proximity to the raw cotton was the chief econom-
ic advantage of the South, though abundant water
power was a close second. 4 The editor of the Pensa-
cola Gazette, 5 stated that “when cotton is 6 cents
per lb. at Pensacola; it is worth 7 l-2 cents, laid down
at Lowell-a difference then of just one-fifth, or
twenty cents in the dollar.“ 6 This difference in the
price of the raw material was due to freight and in-
surance charges and factors’ commissions. As the
planter repurchased the manufactured product, he
would also save the profit of the labor 7 and capital
employed in the manufacture, as well as the cost of
returning the manufactured product to the planta-
tion. 8 Since “there is no part of the south that has
not abundant water power for machinery,” the
Gazette concluded, “let then a cotton factory be es-
tablished in every county.“ 9

J. G. Gamble, of Leon county, also thought that
a factory should be erected in every county in the
cotton states. These factories, he said, should begin
by spinning yarn and should afterwards take up the

3 "Statement of John Finlayson, of Aucilla, Jefferson county,
Florida,” in “Report of the Commissioner of Patents for the
Year 1854. Agriculture.” House Executive Document, No. 59,
33 Cong., 2 Sess., 189.

4 In writing of southern cotton manufactories during this period,
Victor S. Clark. in his History of Manufactures in the United
States, Vol. I, 1607-1860, 558, states: “The site of most of these
enterprises continued to be in the tier of counties along the fall
line of rivers, where power and navigation joined, although rail-
ways were already beginning to modify this distribution. The
James, the Savannah, the Chattahoochee, the Alabama, and the
Tennessee were the principal streams of the cotton states that
afforded both power and transportation to distant markets.”

5 Probably written by Benjamin D. Wright.6 Pensacola Gazette, April 8, 1848.
7 The Gazette contemplated the use of slave labor in manu-

facturing.8 Ibid., April 18, 1846.
9 Ibid., Sept. 13, 1845.
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business of weaving. Until the mills were prepared
for weaving, their yarn could be woven into cloth
on the neighboring plantations by slaves unfit for
heavy labor, enabling the planter to clothe his hands
better at less expense. The difference in cost of raw
material to the southern manufacturer and his north-
ern and English competitor, Gamble thought, would
shortly result in a southern monopoly of both the
home and foreign markets. He argued further that
the mills would occupy as many laborers as were
engaged in the production of cotton, and that these
operatives, by affording a market for bread-stuffs,
would enable the southern planter to diversify his
crops. He also saw in the proposed cotton mills a
means of improving the condition of the southern
poor whites, whom he expected to find employment
in the mills. Gathered in villages around the mills,
he said, they could be supplied with schools and
churches. 10

The Pensacola Gazette, which was a Whig journal,
saw in southern manufacturing “the true way in
which for the south to get rid of what our loco-foco
friends call the ‘grinding influence of the Tariff’-
instead of keeping up a puling cry against northern
enterprise and northern industry.“ 11 “The indus-
try and capital which are really protected,” it de-
clared, “belong to no clime exclusively, or-if they
do, it is to the south-to the cotton growing region-
that they belong.“ 12

The bitterness and excitement attendent upon the
Compromise of 1850 presented another political
motive for manufactories which made their agitation

10 Gamble presented his ideas in the form of a resolution to the
Cotton Planters Convention which met in Macon, Georgia, in
October, 1851, but left the convention in displeasure before his
resolution had been acted upon. DeBow, Industrial Resources,
Etc., I, 137-139.

11 Sept. 13, 1845.12 April 8, 1848.
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in the South very popular during the early 50’s. It
was generally realized that the political domination
which the South had long exercised was seriously
threatened, and there were many who argued that
the only way in which southern political equality
could be maintained was through industrial inde-
pendence. Let the South but take advantage of her
cheap raw material and abundant water power by
developing cotton manufactories, and the North
would leave her undisturbed in her constitutional
rights. 13 That this political motive was operative in
Florida is shown by the fact that the cotton mill at
Monticello was erected by the Southern Rights Manu-
facturing Association.

Although Florida cotton planters failed to erect a
mill in every cotton producing county, they did ex-
periment with the manufacture of cotton. There
were three mills erected in Florida before the Civil
War. 14 The first of these was at Arcadia, 15 near

13 Arthur Charles Cole, The Whig Party in the South, 209.
14 R. W. Williams, Joseph Clisby, R. A. Shine, Robert Lyon, A. E.

Maxwell, Bryan Croom, Edward Houston, and Thomas Randall
composed a committee appointed at a meeting in Tallahassee on
February 15, 1850, to investigate the feasibility of a cotton fac-
tory for Tallahassee, but nothing came of the project. Tallahas-
see Sentinel, Feb. 19, 1850.

DeBow’s Compendium of the Seventh Census, 180, gives data
on cotton manufacturing in Florida in 1850 which do not corres-
pond with data from other sources concerning the Arcadia fac-
tory, the only mill recorded as being in operation at that date.
The number of establishments to which the figures apply unfor-
tunately is not given. The capitalization of $80,000 is too high
for the Arcadia factory, and the average monthly wages paid to
93 male and female employees would not apply to a factory using
slave labor. There seems to be no satisfactory explanation of
these data.

15 Arcadia seems to have been a flourishing little place with a.
lumber mill, pail factory, and experimental silk cocoonery, as
well as a cotton factory. Between 1838 and August, 1840, a
private railroad, three miles long, was constructed to run between
Arcadia and the Black Water river. The railroad was taken up
before 1852.



Milton, in West Florida, while the other two were at
Monticello and Madison in Middle Florida. 16

The Escambia Manufacturing Company was in-
corporated by act of the legislative council of Feb-
ruary 14, 1835, for “the manufacture of Cotton,
Wool, and other materials, into thread, yarn, or
cloth, or other manufactures of like character, and
the building and erection of works and machinery
necessary to carry on the operations of such
machinery.’’ A capital stock of $30,000, which might
be increased to $60,000, with shares of $500 each,
was authorized. The incorporators were Joseph
Forsyth, A. P. Simpson, Ezekial E. Simpson, George
Willis, and Henry Ahrens. 17 The name of the com-
pany was changed in 1845 to the Arcadia Manufac-
turing Company and the value of the shares was re-
duced to $lOO. 18 It is probable that an act of 1848
exempting the shares and capital stock of manufac-
turing companies from taxation 19 was passed in the
interest of the Arcadia Company, for it was intro-
duced into the Senate by Charles A. Tweed, of Santa
Rosa county. 20

The legal basis of the other two companies is un-
certain. In 1852 the legislature overcame its hostil-
ity to corporations so far as to pass. a general law
for the incorporation of manufacturing companies.
In conformity with the Constitution of 1838, one-half

16 The Tallahassee Floridian of Dec. 3, 1853, speaking of the
Monticello mill, states that this was “the third manufacturing
enterprise in Middle Florida” that presented itself for southern
support. The Madison mill was the second enterprise referred to,
and it is possible that the other one was a shoe factory, also
located at Madison. This factory, situated ten miles west of
Madison, employed 26 slaves in the manufacture of some 11,000
pairs of shoes annually. which were sold in Middle Florida. The
factory also made wagon and buggy harness and other leather
goods required on plantations.

17 Florida Session Laws, 1835, 286-87.
18 Ibid., 1845, 139.19 Ibid., 1848, 24.
20 Florida Senate Journal, 1848, 111.
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of the incorporators were required to be residents
of Florida, 21 and the “trustees” in whom the man-
agement of such corporations was vested had all to
be residents of the state. 22 The Southern Rights
Manufacturing Association certainly was a stock-
company, though the names of only two of the stock-
holders, John Finlayson and General William
Bailey, both of Jefferson county, are known. 23 The
Association was not incorporated by special act,
but it may have been incorporated under the Act
of 1852. The Madison mill almost certainly was
the private enterprise of Captain N. P. Willard.

Although the Escambia Manufacturing Company
was chartered in 1835, it does not seem to have be-
gun operations until 1845, the year in which it was
reorganized. The Pensacola Gazette of September
13, 1845, stated that the factory building was then
under construction, machinery had been ordered
from the North, and manufacturing was expected
to begin by January 1. The machinery did not ar-
rive until the middle of December, however, and it
was April before the factory actually was in opera-
tion. The mill, which was run by water power,
was equipped to produce 1,000 yards of heavy cotton
cloth a day. The installation of additional machin-
ery later increased its production to 1,300 yards a
day. In order to avoid possible labor troubles with
white operatives, the owners purchased some 100
negro slaves in Virginia, who operated the mill un-
der the supervision of three white men. 24 The fac-
tory was reported to be in a flourishing condition

21 F. N. Thorpe, ed., The Federal and State Constitutions, etc.,
House Document No. 357, 59 Cong., 2 Sess., 678.

22 Florida Session Laws, 1852, 62-65.
23 William Bailey to John Finlayson, November 3, 1854; MS in

private possession.
24 Pensacola Gazette, Dec. 13. 1845 ; April 8 and 18, Oct. 10, 1846 ;

March 17, 1849. St. Augustine Ancient City, Jan. 5, 1840.
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as late as July, 1851, 25 but it was closed before the
beginning of the Civil War.

Construction of both the Madison and Monticello
mills was begun in 1851. Willard’s mill, which was
devoted entirely to the spinning of yarn, was ready
for production by December, 1852. 26 It was erected
at a cost of $30,000 and had 1,000 spindles capable
of turning out 1,000 pounds of twist yarn a day.
Captain Willard employed in his mill 30 white boys
and girls between the ages of 10 and 18 years, whose
wages averaged from $8.00 to $15.00 a month. A
large part of his output was consumed locally, but
he shipped his surplus to New York where his
product was said to command a good price. A vis-
itor to the mill in December, 1835, reported that it
had “communicated new life to the village by creat-
ing a better market for small farmers, who raise
from one to a dozen bags of cotton, and who have
other articles, the produce of their farms, for sale.“ 27

Captain Willard operated his mill until February
5, 1857, when it was destroyed by fire. He suffered
a total loss, since he had allowed his insurance policy
to expire a few days before the fire, and the white
families which had come to rely on the mill for their
livelihood were reported to be “in a very destitute
condition." 28

The owners of the Monticello mill had foreseen
the danger, and sought to guard against the possi-
bility of a disaster such as that which overtook the
Madison enterprise. The factory, located on the
state road to Alligator about a mile and a quarter
east of Monticello, was “of brick, and made fire proof
as near as may be, covered with tin, and all wood

25 Tallahassee Sentinel, July 15, 1851.
26 Tallahassee Floridian, Dec. 18, 1852.
27 Ibid., Dec. 3, 1853.
28 Ibid., Feb. 14. 1857.
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work painted with fire proof paint.“ 29 The build-
ing, three stories and an attic, was 75 by 40 feet, and
the smoke stack, standing on an independent base,
was 56 feet high, “a model in miniature of the
Bunker Hill Monument.” All material and labor
for erecting the mill were furnished locally, but it
was necessary to send North for machinery and an
experienced superintendent. A Mr. Moran, of Wil-
mington, Delaware, was employed as superintendent,
while the machinery was purchased in Patterson,
New Jersey. Motive power was furnished by a
wood-burning 35 horse-power steam engine pur-
chased in Jersey City. The mill was surrounded by
cottages built by the Company for the operatives,
who, presumably, were white. 30

The mill was completed by December, 1853. 31 It
was designed for the manufacture of both yarn and
cloth and was equipped with 1,500 spindles and 50
looms, which were expected to manufacture 400,000
pounds of cotton into 600,000 yards of osnaburg and
100,000 pounds of yarn annually. 32 By May, 1856,
the factory had installed machinery for the manu-
facture of wool and had added wool yarn and plain
wool kersey to its products. It was preparing also
to manufacture twilled cloth.

The new machinery inspired some one connected
with the mill to the following rhymed effusion which
is amusingly different from the stereotyped adver-
tisements commonly found in the papers of the
period.

29 Ibid., Dec. 24, 1853.
30  Ibid., Dec. 24, 1853; April 1, 1854.
31 Ibid., Dec. 3, 1853.
32 Ibid., Dec. 24, 1853.
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A FACTORY, in want of wool,
To feed its Burr extracting ‘tool’,
Would ask the Farmers far and near
To send their Tangled fleeces here.
If, free from dirt, the wool they wash,
‘Twill card, spin, weave it, in a flash,
Near Monticello this is done,
Where, Cotton warp and Filling’s spun.
Where Osnaburg, (that none excels)
Once seen to buy, at once compels.
A list of prices here we add,
Send on your wool and make us glad.
Bold, for the rights of Southern men,
This ‘FACTORY’ still leads the Van,
In quality, there’s few can dare
(In fabric) with it to compare. 33

The factory charged a cash fee to planters who
wished to have their cotton and wool manufactured
for their own use. It also was willing to take one
half of the cloth manufactured in payment for the
service, or wool at the market price. It would ac-
cept cotton in payment only when the market price
was 8 cents or less. Yarn and cloth which were not
manufactured on these terms or sold locally were
shipped as far afield as New York, New Orleans, and
Texas. 34

The factory did not prosper, partly because of
poor management and partly because of a lack of
local support. As General Bailey explained several
years later, there was “no sale for yarns or osna-
burgs of consequence, as the merchants could buy
yarns and osnaburgs cheaper in New York-and
while buying other goods would lay in a supply of

33 Ibid., May 3, 1856.34 Ibid., May 3, 1856.
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those goods, buy cotton, send it on [to New York],
and pay there.“ 35 When the debts of the Company
had mounted to $20,000 the stockholders decided to
close the mill. General Bailey, however, “disliked
to see it stopped,” and agreed to pay the debts of
the Company and to give the stockholders “a certain
amount"  for their holdings. He put an agent in
charge and carried on the business at a loss for two
years, until the outbreak of the Civil War created
a demand for its products. At that time the mill
was employing 40 men and 25 women in the manu-
facture of products of an annual value of $40,000. 36

The shortage of yarn and cloth was felt in Florida
early in the war. In December, 1862, the legislature
appropriated $20,000 for the purchase abroad of cot-
ton and wool cards to be distributed free to the poor
in each county. 37 This gesture toward encouraging
home manufacturing apparently came to nothing,
for in December, 1864, the legislature passed an act
requiring the Governor to purchase cotton cards for
free distribution, as specified in the Act of 1862.
This time it appropriated $50,000 for the purpose. 38

It is probable that the Governor found it impossible
to bring the cards in past the Union blockade.

Instead of taking advantage of the situation to
recoup his losses, General Bailey kept his prices
down and devoted the output of the factory to sup-
plying the needs of Florida troops and to alleviating
the distress of poor families. He sent bales of yarn
and cloth to “the most interior counties” to be dis-
tributed by the county commissioners to the neediest
persons. He estimated! in June, 1864, that he had

35 Bailey to John Milton, June 15, 1864, Official Records of the
Union and Confederate Armies [cited hereafter as 0. R.],
Series IV, Vol. III, 500.

36 Census of the United States, 1860. Manufacturing. 58.
37 Florida Session Laws, 1862, 65.
38 Ibid., 1864, 27.
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forgone profits of at least $300,000 by pursuing this
policy, 39 and Governor John Milton stated at the
same time that the state could purchase supplies
from the mill at 50 per cent less than the prevailing
prices. 40

The legislature, recognizing the value of the mill
to the state and fearing that its efficiency might be
impaired by an amendment to the Confederate Con-
scription Act of April, 1862, in 1863 urged the Flor-
ida representatives in the Confederate Congress to
endeavor “to have exempted [from conscription]
the workmen and persons employed in the Jefferson
Manufacturing Company, their services being indis-
pensable in conducting this useful and important
work." 41 The same legislature expressed the grati-
tude of the people of Florida to General Bailey “for
the liberal and enlightened manner in which he is
dispensing his means, and [the] zeal and efficiency
with which he supports the cause in which we. are
engaged." 42 Governor Milton, too, wrote in 1864
that Bailey was “perhaps not only the wealthiest
man in this State, but one of the most wealthy and
patriotic and generous gentlemen in the Confederate
States.“ 43

General Bailey’s control of his mill was threatened
in the summer of 1864, when the Commissary De-
partment of the Confederate government attempted
to commandeer it for the supply of Confederate
troops. In the early years of the war it had been
necessary for each state to equip its own soldiers,
but it had been intended that the central government
should assume that function as soon as its supply
department could be organized. The states were not

39 Bailey to Milton, June 15, 1864, 0. R., Series IV, Vol III, 500.
40 Milton to James A. Seddon, June 17, 1864, ibid., 499.41 Florida Session Laws, 1863, 59.42 Ibid., 52.
43 Milton to Seddon, June 17, 1864, 0. R., Series IV, Vol. III.

499.
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willing to relinquish the business of supplying their
troops when the Confederate government was ready
for the task, since each feared that its soldiers
would fare worse if the limited supplies were dis-
tributed by a common agent. Governor Milton, who
throughout the war evidenced the greatest willing-
ness to co-operate with the Confederate government,
saw the value of a central supply system, but the sel-
fish policy of monopolizing their resources, pursued
by the neighboring states of North Carolina, Geor-
gia, and Alabama, compelled him to insist that the
operation of the Monticello mill be left in local
hands. 44 The fine spirit which Milton had shown
in relation to other potential grounds for conflict be-
tween the state and the Confederacy inclined the
Confederate Secretary of War to accede to his re-
quest, and Bailey retained control of his mill to the
close of the war. 45

The correspondence between Milton and the Con-
federate authorities relative to the control of the
mill is the last positive evidence we have concerning
it. There remains a bit of negative evidence. A list
of all the states in the United States in which there
were cotton manufactories in 1868 does not include
Florida. 46 A similar list of southern states for 1869
also fails to mention Florida. 47 From this it seems
safe to conclude that a very minor result of the down-
fall of the Confederacy was the closing of the little
Florida cotton factory whose motto had been
“Southern Rights.”

The failure of the southern states to establish
44 Frank Lawrence Owsley, State Rights in the Confederacy, 115.

For a full discussion of the problem of military supplies and the
conflict between state and Confederate authorities concerning it,
see ibid., 110-27.45 Endorsement of James A. Seddon on Milton’s letter of June 17,
1864, 0. R., Series IV, Vol. III, 449.46 Report of the Commissioner of Agriculture for the Year 1868,
23.47 Ibid., 1869, 9, 24.
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their independence cannot be held responsible, how-
ever, for the failure of cotton manufacturing in
Florida. Indeed, it is probable that the Civil War
and the extraordinary demands of a war-time econ-
omy lengthened the life of the Monticello mill by
several years. The reasons for the failure of these
ventures is to be found rather in the lack of water
power and the inefficiency of a planter-management
which made competition with northern mills impos-
sible, and in the difficulty of breaking through the
well established North-South channels of trade in
order to find a local market for their products.



A TOPOGRAPHICAL MEMOIR ON EAST
AND WEST FLORIDA WITH ITIN-

ERARIES OF GENERAL JACK-
SON'S ARMY, 1818

By Captain Hugh Young, Corps of Topographical
Engineers U. S. A. With an introduction and anno-

tations by Mark F. Boyd and Gerald M. Ponton.

INTRODUCTION
In a communication from General Jackson ad-

dressed to the Hon. John C. Calhoun, Secretary of
War, from Fort Gadsden, May 5, 1818, there occurs
the following statement: “For a detailed account
of my movements from that period to this day, you
are respectfully referred to the report prepared by
my adjutant general, accompanied with Captain
Hugh Young’s topographical sketch of the route and
distance performed”. This evidently refers to the
memoir and itineraries here presented.

This report is entitled “A Topographical Memoir
on East and West Florida with Itineraries”. The
original is not available, but what undoubtedly is a
faithful copy is preserved in the archives of the of-
fice of the Chief of Engineers, U. S. A. in a volume
entitled Records of Reports, July 3, 1812-October
4, 1823, in which it occupies pp. 292-336. We are
indebted to the Chief of Engineers, Major General
Lytle Brown, for a photostatic copy of the manu-
script, with permission for its reproduction. In
transcribing the copy it has not been abridged ex-
cept for the omission of the table of contents, while
the arrangement, spelling and punctuation have been

Note-This paper was read in part before the Tallahassee
Historical Society on March 8, 1934.
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retained. The report is of great interest and his-
torical value.

Available biographical data pertaining to Captain
Hugh Young are meager. Heitman’s register gives
the following : “Hugh Young, Tennessee, Assistant
Topographical Engineer, rank Captain, February
19, 1817 ; served with General Jackson in the Florida
Campaign, died January 3, 1822.

Prior to this campaign, middle Florida was a re-
gion of which but the vaguest knowledge was pos-
sessed by the people of the United States. This
sketch of the route followed by the army represents
the first careful examination of the region lying be-
tween the Suwannee river and Pensacola by an
American. Although promptly submitted to the
authorities it does not appear to have ever been
offered to the public, as the works of Forbes, Wil-
liams, Darby and Vignoles, which appeared in the
decade following the transfer to the United States,
do not appear to have profited therefrom, although
James G. Forbes himself might have had an inti-
mate knowledge of the region. The acquaintance
with this territory gained by the men of the Georgia
and Tennessee militia must have been an important
factor in promoting rapid settlement following the
change of sovereignty.

The historical annotations are chiefly based on the
reports submitted by General Jackson to the Sec-
retary of War from the field, as given in American
State Papers, Class 1, Foreign Relations, Vol. IV.
(Washington, 1834) and from the account of the cam-
paign given by James Parton in his “Life of Andrew
Jackson”, (New York, 1860) and were prepared by
M. F. B. The geographical annotations were pre-
pared by G. M. P. from personal acquaintance with
the terraine.
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General Jackson was guided during his campaign
by John Blount, a Tuckabatchee Indian. He was an
opponent of the Red Stick party during the Creek
War and consequently experienced their vengeance
during the disturbance climaxed by the Florida cam-
paign. His settlement on the Apalachicola was at-
tacked by the Seminoles, his property destroyed and
his family made captive. He alone escaped and fled
to Fort Scott where he joined the American forces.
To his correct knowledge of the country and his zeal-
ous attachment to the cause, Jackson attributed a
great deal of the success of the campaign. Blount,
accompanied by William Hambly and some Indians,
was sent to Washington by Jackson at the close of
the campaign, as a measure of diplomacy.

At the treaty of land cession made with the In-
dians at the camp on Moultrie creek, Sept. 18, 1823,
John Blount was one of the Indians exempted from
removal, and was, together with Tuski Hadjo as-
signed a reservation of about eight square miles, run-
ning along the west bank of the Apalachicola river
for four miles.

The present village of Blountstown, county seat
of Calhoun county, lies west of and adjacent to the
line of the reservation. The reserve was ceded to
the United States by a treaty made October 11, 1832,
at Tallahassee, Florida, when the band agreed to
move west of the Mississippi. Blount accompanied
the exploring delegation of Seminoles that went to
Indian territory in accordance with the treaty of
Payne's Landing, late in 1832. The delegation
brought. back favorable reports regarding the land,
but became opposed to locating in close proximity
to the marauding plains Indians. The Apalachicola
Indians, however, decided to move in 1834. They
went down the river to the bay, where they embarked
in a vessel for New Orleans. In New Orleans they
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were detained by attachments for fraudulent claims,
and defrauded of considerable sums. On release
they went by canoe and land to a location on Trinity
river in Texas where lived an uncle of Blount’s who
had migrated long before. Blount died soon after
his arrival in Texas. (Grant Foreman, “Indian Re-
moval", (1932) pp. 322-323.)



PART I
THE MEMOIR

Note: [by Capt. Young] The material from which the fol-
lowing report has been prepared, were collected under all the
disadvantages attending researches made during the operations
of a very active campaign in an enemy’s country. The author
being engaged every days march in surveying and measuring
the route of the army, was unable to make many excursions, but
every opportunity of examining the country was seized on and
to his own observations, he was fortunately able to add much
useful information obtained from a person [probably William
Hambly] who has long resided in the country. It is hoped that
the information derived from these sources will prove both in-
teresting and useful-this memoir containing the only correct
account which has been given of a section of country now rising
rapidly into political importance.

EAST FLORIDA
1. Boundaries and extent. - The part of East Flor-

ida which formed the theatre of General Jackson’s
operations in the Seminole Campaign has Georgia on
the north, the river Sahwanne, or St. Juan, on the
east-the Gulph of Mexico on the south, and the river
Apalachicola on the west-Its length, east and west,
is 139 English miles and medium breadth 50-Area
6950 square miles or 4,448,OOO acres. Mr. Ellicot
found the longitude of his observatory at the con-
fluence of Flint and Chatahouchie rivers, to be 84o

45’ west from Greenwich, and the latitude 30o 42
north. The latitude and longitude of the source of
St. Marys river were also found to be 82o 15” W. and
30” 34’ N. respectively.-From these data, the course
and length of the boundary line to be run from junc-
tion of Flint and Chatahouchie to the head of St.
Marys.-were calculated-the course S. 87o 17’ E.
and length 155 English miles.

Mr. Ellicot’s calculations of longitude differ wide-
ly from those of the British surveyors of the Gulph
of Mexico, in the middle of the last century. The
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course of the Apalachicola, from the mouth of Flint,
is but little west of south, and the latitude of its
mouth is 29o 46’ N.-Yet on the British chart the
longitude from Greenwich, is 85o 44’-nearly a de-
gree further west than it would be by Mr. Ellicot’s
observations at the junction of Flint and Chatahou-
chie.

From the means which Mr. Ellicot had of making
astronomic observations with the greatest nicety-
added to his well known skill-his calculations may
be certainly depended on, and as regards the longi-
tude of the observatory on Flint, the little difference
between the longitude ascertained by the measure-
ment on the 31st degree from the Mississippi, and as
obtained from astronomic observations increases
our confidence in his accuracy. The same exertions
were made to obtain (296) accurate results at the
head of St. Marys-and at this point, the test of ad-
measurement was also applied.-We may therefore,
consider the course and distance of that part of the
Florida line not yet marked, as ascertained with suf-
ficient certainty for geographic purposes and it has
consequently been adopted as the base of the ac-
companying map. [This map has not been found]
The accuracy of Mr. Ellicot’s calculations being ad-
mitted, there must be an error in the British survey
of this part of the coast of nearly one degree in the
longitude: the mouth of Apalachicola, on the ad-
miralty chart being put that much too far to the west.
The St. Juan, or Sahwanne must be placed 40’ too
far west for, from the course of Sahwanne, some dis-
tance above its mouth, if the longitude of its delta be
retained, as on the British chart, its northern waters
would scarcely have room to get round the head of
St. Mary’s, when it is well known that its western
branch runs entirely on the west of the Eokafanoke
Swamp heading in Georgia, some distance above
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the boundary. From these considerations, the dif-
ference of longitude would seem to be too great by
nearly l/3 of a degree on the English chart, between
the estuaries of Sahwanne and Apalachicola and the
traverse of the coast has therefore been contracted
to diminish the difference of longitude between these
points, 191/2’.

With this alteration, the British survey of this
part of the Florida coast is undoubtedly the most
correct that has yet been made, and from the great
pains taken by the gentleman employed on it is en-
titled to confidence. Every year however, makes per-
ceptible revolutions in the gulph. The indentations of
the coast, both from abrasions and deposits are con-
tinuously fluctuating in soundings and figure,-and
these changes are already so perceptible in Apalache
Bay, that the soundings in that part of the chart can
scarcely be depended on.

2. Face of the country.-The surface of this part.
of Florida presents much diversity and the altera-
tions are so strongly marked as to be easily suscepti-
ble of distinct classification. The change of eleva-
tion, from the boundary to the coast may be observed
by the eye, and the different stages of variation from
the high sand-hills, near the confluence of Flint and
Chattahouchie to the sedge marshes of the coast,
have their successive limits defined with singular
distinctness. The different districts may be divided
into : 1. The hilly. 2. The flat. 3. The swampy. 4. The
Marshy.

1. The hilly part of the country has, both in eleva-
tion and soil, a much greater variety of feature than
any of the other districts. Properly it may be
divided into 1. the sand-hills, with a growth of pine
and scrubby oak-and 2, those where the oak and
hickory predominate, in a soil fitted for cultivation,
having a small mixture of sand with a reddish colour-
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ed clay. The sand-hills are uniformly barren pre-
senting on the surface of the highest, the bare sand-
rock mineralized with iron, and on others, a fine
white sand, with a small admixture of quartz pebbles
and sandstone gravel, variously mineralized. A
physical section of these hills would present im-
mense masses of reddish coloured sand-stone, rest-
ing upon a base of secondary limestone-and where
the rains have washed the steeper parts of their de-
clivities they exhibit masses of the most singular ap-
pearance. The limestone, which is nearly on a level
with the water of the river, is porous (297) and has
a large silaceous admixture. Where the silaceous
character disappears it is semi-indurated. Upon
this basis, the sand-stone rests in masses of from
fifty to one hundred feet in height and is itself, a
silaceous concrete, hardened and coloured by fer-
ruginous impregnation.

The range of high hills commences seven or eight
miles above the junction of Flint and Chattahouchie,
and extends eastwardly, ten or twelve miles to the
waters of Okalokina. To the southward it contin-
ues, down the Apalachicola for sixteen miles, and
then suddenly subsides into a high and extensive pine
flat, which divides the waters of Okalokina from
those of Apalachicola. On the western waters of
Okalokina the hills become less broken, and a gently
rolling country intervenes between them and the oak
hills, further east. These commence on Little river
of Okalokina, and continue eastwardly with partial
interruptions, as far as Mikasukey. Some of their
spurs, with broad gentle slopes extend down the Oka-
lokina for several miles, and a wide branch of them
stretches up the Tallahassa creek, eight or ten miles
S. E. of the village of the same name. In the inter-
vals of those hills, there are generally small branches
of excellent water, which from the shortness of their
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courses, probably run all summer. Many of these
little brooks are sheltered by narrow close reed-
brakes, but commonly they have narrow bottoms of
very rich soil, with a growth of bay, holly, beech
and other swamp trees, intertwisted with a thick
undergrowth of laurel, sweet-bay, spice and myrtle,
grape vines, muscadine etc.-The banks and bottoms
of these branches are mostly sandy ; but those that.
run through fertile bottoms, are often miry-and in
wet seasons, present serious obstructions. The dis-
tinguishing features of the two kinds of hills are-
the oak and hickory, with a thick undergrowth of the
one-and the predominance of pine, without under-
growth on the other. The pine hills are well tim-
bered, and perfectly open, except in places where
there are spots overgrown with low, scrubby oak
bushes. But the fertile hills, called high-hammock-
-land, have a very mixed growth of forest trees, and
are generally covered with a various growth of vines,
shrubs and bushes. The thickets in this part pre-
vent the luxuriant growth of grass, and on the score
of pasturage, the pine woods have greatly the ad-
vantage, being always covered with a dense herbage,
which by frequent burning affords the most nutri-
tious food for cattle.

The highest hills in Florida are those first men-
tioned, near the mouth of Flint. They divide the
branches of Musquite creek from each other, and the
river-and run in various directions-giving rise to
many handsome springs, running over bottoms of
sand and gravel.-Their declivities are generally
steep, affording occasionally, prospects of great ex-
tent over the surrounding country. They are high-
est near the river and gradually subside into flats,
as they approach the interior. In the oak and hickory
country, the hills are neither so high nor so steep
as the sand-hills. They more frequently have a
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gently rolling appearance, and seldom possess a pic-
turesque character at the expense of facility, either
of traveling or culture. The transitions from both
the sandy and fertile hills are sometimes suddenly
into the flats-but oftener, by a gradual diminution
of inequality, into open pine woods, with a waving
surface, affording extensive views of woodland re-
lieved by the frequent intervention of ponds and
glades. Those undulating districts which may be
considered the media between the hilly and the flat
country are not. always transitions from the former.
In many parts, the rolling country is an isolated
tract, entirely surrounded by the perfectly flat land,
as is the case north of Fort St. Mark. In those cases,
the limestone rock is always found at, or near the
surface and obviously contributes, by its own super-
ficial irregularity the rolling appearance (298) to
the soil which covers it. The waving country, form-
ing the first stage of descent from the hills, has none
or very little of this limestone, being too high for
the rock to appear at the surface; but that it also

rests on limestone is apparent, from the frequent
discovery of that substance in the bottoms of many
of the smaller branches among the highest hills. In
the rolling tract north of St. Mark’s a singular fea-
ture is the number of sinks in the rock, filled with a
clear water, which when shaded by thickets, is always
cool and pleasant. In the sinks of the higher parts,
the rock is not visible, and they have then a conical,
funnel-like appearance, with small pools at the bot-
tom. But in the lower places, where the limestone
is at the surface, these natural wells are found of
considerable depth, in the clefts of the rock, afford-
ing fine water, except in dry seasons, when in some
of them, it has a slightly brackish taste.

Another district of this kind, but without the sinks,
is found between Toloche creek and Okalokina, on



the route from Fort Gadsden to Mikasukey. It prob-
ably forms the transition from the high hills at the
head of Toloche, and is not isolated. A third is
crossed between Okalokina and Tallehassa, but this
tract is nearly high enough to be ranked with the
hills. A fourth stretches west from the Sahwanne
Towns, for eight miles, along the route from St.
Marks and is entirely isolated. The appearance of
the branches through these partially elevated tracts,
is very various. In that north of St. Marks, there is
no water but what is found in the thickets and the
sinks already described. Between Toloche and Oka-
lokina, there are several small branches, which run
through very close and miry thickets, but they are
all dry in summer. Between Okalokina, and the good
land Tallehassa, there are several beautiful branch-
es of delightful water, running over bottoms of sand
and gravel, between steep banks, and sheltered by
reeds or the swamp growth of narrow bottoms; simi-
lar to the branches among the hills of Musquito
Creek-of the flat-land in Florida, there are four
stages. 1. The high pine flats. 2. The low flats with
palmetto - 3. The Savannas, and 4. The marshes of
the sea shore. The first kind is sometimes a transi-
tion from the broken country without much change
of elevation-as is seen sixteen miles from Fort
Scott on the route to Fort Gadsden. There the pine
flat stretches from the heads of some small branches
of Apalachicola, to the heads of Toloche creek on
the east, where it subsides into immense bay-galls,
encircling the sources of the latter stream-it has
a more sterile appearance than any other part of
East Florida I have seen-the white sand being
scarcely covered with a scanty herbage, whilst the
low stunted pines and a few scrubby oak contribute
an almost painful appearance of desolation-but the
dreariness of this prospect is at intervals relieved
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by the intervention of very deep and sudden breaks
in the surface filled with the greatest variety of ever-
green among which the large bay and magnolia are
conspicuous, and sheltering springs of delightful
water. Some of those singular hollows are one
hundred feet in depth and of such steep declivity as
to be almost inaccessible. They are the springheads
of several creeks which enter the Apalachicola below
the Ochese Bluff. From these singular springs, the
pine-barren has a perceptible fall to the east and
south-east in the first of which directions, it soon
(299) terminates in bay-galls, as already mentioned
and in a S. E. direction, extends from twelve to fif-
teen miles, with some interruptions, and thence
slopes into Palmetto flats. These form the second
stage of the flat district, and cover the greater part
of the country. The Palmetto is first seen in the
pine woods at the southern termination of the pine-
barren just described, thirty-seven miles from Fort
Scott-and is more abundant as the flats approach
the sea. The sand in this district is of greater con-
sistence, is generally nearer the rock and except in
the glades, has a smaller admixture of clay than in
the higher parts. It consists of large isolated tracts
perfectly level and surrounded by either glades or
cypress and bay-galls, which are a little lower than
the other and receiving nearly all the falling water
leave the palmetto part commonly firm and dry. The
branches in these flats are with few exceptions,
thickety-miry at the banks with sandy bottoms and
originate by a gradual accumulation of water from
immense bay-galls which sometimes supply streams
running in opposite directions.--On the route to Sah-
wanne from St. Marks, the whole country from
the termination of the good land s.e. of Mikasukey
to the commencement of the rolling country, west of
the negro towns-a distance of seventy miles is a
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succession of these dreary flats only diversified by
the intervention of wet glades, bay and cypress galls
and thickety branches.-The growth on the dry parts
is long-leafed pine, some scrubby oak, wire-grass,
gall bushes and saw-palmetto.-Towards the eastern
extremity of this tract, the ground is extremely low
and the glades more numerous-in some places they
are of greater extent than the palmetto flats and be-
come a leading topographical feature.-

The glades or Savannas are tracts a little lower
than the palmetto land, and in winter are covered
with water from a few inches to several feet in depth.
They extend, with great variation of length and
breadth through the whole country, sometimes form-
ing long and narrow vistas through the pineland cov-
ered with luxuriant and nutritious herbage and in
places, spreading into ponds or lakes many miles in
extent only dry in the warmest seasons. The soil
in the Savannas is a thin black mould, on a bed of
firm white sand with a large mixture of white clay.
The only timber is a few stunted pines and dwarf
cypresses. In the wetter parts there are small islets
of evergreen thickets which give a highly picturesque
character to the scenery.

The Savannas are interspersed through the high
and fertile as well as the flat pine districts, and in
some parts of the former make prairies and lakes of
considerable size-The one round which the Mika-
sukey villages were situated is twelve or fourteen
miles long and two and a half wide-and except, in
the dry season presents a handsome expanse of
-water enclosed by high fertile banks. The water
generally remains on this Savanna to the depth of
five or six feet until the middle of summer by which
time it is generally all evaporated except in the deep-
er parts where a sufficiency remains for the use of
the cattle roaming through the savanna for pastur-
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age.-The grass in this pond. grows to the height of
six feet and is commonly above the surface of the
water. About the heads of Histenhatche there is
another Savanna formed by the union of several
others, which is said to be much larger than that at
Mikasukey. This is marked in some maps as a lake-
but improperly-as like the former it is nearly dry
during half the year.

The Glades commence thirty-eight miles south of’
Fort Scott and continue at intervals between New
river and Apalachicola to the coast. Eastwardly,
they extend as has been said, to Sahwanne, along
nearly the whole extent of coast, they terminate in
immense Bay-galls, Cypress and Live-oak swamps.
(300) Those several kinds of swamps differ essen-
tially from each other both in appearance and soil..
The Bay-Galls are miry thickets encircling the heads.
and sheltering the currents of almost all the streams
of Florida.-They are called Bay-Galls from the pre-
dominant growth of different kinds of Bay and Gall
bushes which cover them forming a swampy, tangled
thicket sometimes impenetrable. All the branches
of New river and many of the Okalokina waters rise
in these thickets, which contribute by innumerable
little drains with scarcely perceptible currents, a
scanty supply of water and needing the accidental
supplies of rain to swell the head branches into run-
ning streams.-In the summer, they send off scarcely
any running water-and at that season, are either
perfectly dry, or present unwholesome ponds of
great extent the resort. of alligators and the source of
pestilential exhalations. The soil of the Bay-galls
is a mixture of white clay and sand, covered with a
spongy mass of mould and vegetable fibre-some-
times so deep and unstable that horses plunging into
it are nearly buried before they reach the sand and
clay at the bottom. The thickets of bay and other
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evergreens are closely intersected with a great
variety of thorns and vines-and occasionally their
intricacy is increased by a mixture of small cane and
reed.-The large Bay is only found near the banks
of the streams. That in the Bay-Galls, at the heads
of the water courses is of a dwarfish growth.

The appearance of some of these Bay-Galls
stretching into the pine fiats and Savannas is very
picturesque and greatly relieves the monotony of
their barren aspect. In the middle of more exten-
sive glades, they resemble islands of delightful ver-
dure. The traveler, after wading for miles through
those inundated tracts, would believe that he was
approaching a region of great beauty and secure
duration. But a nearer approach destroys the illu-
sion and he finds the change from the open glades to
the tangled and equally inundated Bay-Galls of little
benefit. The standing water in those spots is gen-
erally bad, receiving a slightly bitter and sometimes
acid taste of either vegetable or mineral substances.
It is also in the drier seasons, filled with innumerable
insects which by their numbers and activity almost
destroy the feeling of thirst in a traveler accustomed
to the purer water of more northern regions. -

The cypress swamps differ from the Bay-Galls in
the absence of that soft spongy soil which renders
the latter so dangerous and in its growth which is
principally cypress with a mixture of evergreens and
a less tangled and impenetrable undergrowth-The
soil is however nearly the same, with perhaps a
greater proportion of white clay. They have about
as great an elevation and consequently about as
much water as the other swamps, and are generally
dry in summer.-In some of the swamps of this kind
the cypress is found of considerable size-but gen-
erally it. is low and crooked and unfit for any useful
purpose. -In the cypress swamps between Assilla
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and Sahwanne there is abundance of cabbage pal-
metto. This handsome and singular tree gives a
character to the scenery appropriate to the climate.
It grows near the mouths of all the rivers east of
Apalachicola and on the higher parts of the sedge
swamps along the coast-west of Apalachicola, it is
seldom found. It rises with a single stem to the
height of forty feet and supports at the top a large
mass resembling an immense pineapple, from which
project a number of three-sided stems three or four
feet long with leaves like the low palmetto (301) but
much larger and without prickles. The vegetable
substance from which the stems and leaves are sup-
ported has in its center a white brittle mucilagi-
nous mass composed of the centre folds of the leaves
forming it, which may be eaten raw and when boiled
has a taste somewhat like parsnips.-In times of
scarcity the Indians live on it, and it is said to be
wholesome and nutritious. The trunk is perfectly
straight except when a little bent by the weight of
the cabbage, and is of a light porous fibre unfit for
any purposes in the arts. It is, however, said to be
very durable under water and to answer well for
causeways, wharves or bridge piers. It has already
been mentioned that the fertile upland is called ham-
mock land, what the name is taken from could not
be ascertained, but it is always appropriated to two
kinds of soil-the one high with growth of oak,
hickory and thicket-the other, low, but dry, with a
growth of bay, oak, large magnolia, beech, laurel etc.,
with a variety of vines and other undergrowth. The
high hammock is almost always fertile. The low
has often too much sand as is seen at Sahwanne.

Next in number and size to the cypress-galls are
those with a growth of live oak. The live oak swamps
are found nearer the coast than any of the others
and with partial interruptions from the Bay-galls
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form almost a belt between the glades of the interior
and the sedge marshes of the shore, near the Sah-
wanne river, they project higher into the country
than at any other point-and are covered with a
large and valuable growth of the oak which from its
proximity to navigation can easily be transported
to depots for naval purposes.-Besides the bay-galls,
cypress and live-oak swamps, there are interspersed
through the pine-land, a vast number of small iso-
lated ponds, with a low growth of myrtle, laurel and
a species of hawthorn. They have a clay and sand
soil-a little miry and many of them contain water
during the driest months. In the spring, these islets
speckling the barrens with numerous spots of rich
verdure and surrounded by wreaths of various beau-
tiful flowers have a singularly handsome appearance.

The cane and reed-brakes are the last kinds of
swamps noticed.-Large cane is only found on the
Apalachicola low down on the other streams east-
ward of that river. The cane-brakes of the former
cover its bottoms from the mouth of Flint to the com-
mencement of its delta. On this part the cane is
smaller than above and mixed with reed and swamp
palmetto-low down on New river and Okalokina
there are extensive cane-brakes-but eastward of
the latter streams, they are rare. The reed is some-
times found joined with the cane in the larger
swamps-but more commonly in the intervals of the
hills in the higher parts of the country. It affords
better pasturage than the cane-the young growth
after burning, being extremely abundant and nutri-
tious.

The soil of the reed-brakes is very similar to that
of the Bay-galls-a loose spongy mass of vegetable
mould on a foundation of sand and clay, they differ
however essentially from the other kinds of swamp
in having the best water of the country-which is
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found in the center of the reed-brakes, in narrow,
deep little channels with clear currents and sandy
bottoms.- 

The sedge marshes will probably be considered in
a view of the coast.
3. Rivers and Creeks.

1. Apalachicola. The Apalachicola is formed by
the union of Chattahouchie and Flint and is navi-

gable to that point by any vessel that can get over
the bar. The Chattahouchie rises among the most
southern spurs of the Allegheny chain and pursues
a south-west course for two-hundred and fifty miles
when it becomes the western boundary of Georgia,
and at its junction with Flint it is one hundred and
seventy yards wide. (302) The Flint is a smaller
river than the Chattahouchie, rising eighty miles
south of the heads of the former and interlocking
with some of its waters and those of Oakmulgee on
the east. At the junction it is one hundred and
twenty yards wide. The course of the Apalachicola
from the Flint to St. George’s sound is but little
west of south and the distance by water 130 miles.
The current is gentle and no obstructions except a
few harmless sawyers, impede the safety or facility
of its navigation. The banks, with the exception of
the Bluffs are low and subject to inundation-but
their fertility counterbalances this inconvenience and
at a future day, they will no doubt exhibit all the
luxuriance and wealth of sugar and cotton planta-
tions.

Some of the bluffs are high and broken-project-
ing from the steep sand-hills below the Flint-but
where the high grounds approach the river below
the termination of the hills, the soil is generally fer-
tile and adapted to all the southern products.-On
some of the small creeks entering the river on the
east side there are narrow strips of good land-and .
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on the west side, the Chapulle which joins the Apa-
lachicola nine miles above Fort Gadsden runs
through the finest body of land in the southern coun-
try.

The Ochese Bluff commences on the west side of
the river fifteen miles below Fort Scott, and extends
several miles down the river, affording a body of
second rate land with spots of first rate soil. At its
southern extremity, a Bluff comes in on the east side
-a barren spur from the sand-hills. The next
bluff-called Provision Bluff from the circumstance
of the army there meeting supplies, is twenty-six
miles by land from Fort Scott and about double that
distance by water. It extends two miles and a half
along the east bank and has a soil of great fertility.
Its growth is carte on the lower parts and on the
higher, beech, oak, large bay, holly, laurel, etc., and
a thick hammock growth of bushes, vines and briars.
At the upper end is a small clearing and the remains
of some deserted Indian cabins of the Tamatle
tribe-There is another Bluff not far below this on
the west side, where Wm. Hambly has his trading
house, the soil is excellent. The next high ground
is sixteen miles below Hambly’s but the land is poor
pine barren. There are some other high spots on
the river but none of any extent before Prospect
Bluff the site of the former negro fort, at present
of Fort Gadsden. This extends about a mile and a
half along the east bank, and has second rate soil fit
for the culture of cotton and tobacco but not suf-
ficiently rich and strong for sugar or indigo. Below
this point there are several places dignified with the
name of bluffs, but they all are partially inundated
at high water except. Old Woman’s Bluff-five miles
from the mouth of the river and on the west side
of the main pass into the Sound.-
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This is a point of pine land moderately high
which probably extends from the interior and unites
with the cockle-bluffs on the west side of the delta
affording fine situations for commercial settlements
and a tolerably productive soil.-The streams that
enter the Apalachicola are all inconsiderable except
the Chapulle which shall be noticed in the itineraries
through West Florida. Those on the east side are
all small-Musquito creek the largest-which has
a course of ten or twelve miles through the hills at
the Spanish line. The next creek below is smaller
and runs through some second-rate land-the others
are quite inconsiderable and have no (303) good land
except as they approach the river where their bot-
toms are sometimes wide and fertile but subject to
inundation. Below Hambly’s Bluff the branches of
the river head at short distances among the glades
and Bay-galls and are generally dry in summer.

The delta of the Apalachicola proper commences
one mile and a half above Fort Gadsden where a very
large bayou leaves the river on the west side and by
the accession of several others in its course, becomes,
at the point of their reunion, larger than the main
stream. It reenters twelve miles below Fort Gads-
den and at that point often deceives those ignorant
of the rivers by its course and superior size. Its
navigation is obstructed by logs and great variations
of width and depth.-The current is gentler than
that of the river, one mile and a half above where
this bayou comes in, another, but not so large leaves
the river on the east side and is connected by sev-
eral small channels with a wide but short stream
entering the sound eight miles east of the mouth of
Apalachicola. This is navigable for canoes at high
water. Three miles and a half below this outlet the
river divides into two branches of which the one on
the west is the largest and most accessible. That on
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the east enters the sound two miles from the first
and has a devious and obstructed channel in places,
not more than seventy yards in width at others
widening to one hundred and eighty. The west pass
after leaving the other pursues a southwest course
for six miles with a width of two hundred yards. It
then unites with a large stream coming in on the
right and alters its course to south-east which it
keeps for eight miles to the sound increasing its
width to four hundred yards.

The large stream on the west issues from a lake
situated about half way between the river and St.
Joseph’s Bay and is swelled by the addition of a
great number of Bayous from the swamps and sedge
marshes.-It it thought that there is a navigable
communication between this lake and St. Joseph’s
bay. If so the produce of the Apalachicola at a future
day will all be carried by that channel-the Bay of St.
Joseph being a much deeper and safer harbour than
St. Georges Sound. In the winter and spring the
banks of Apalachicola below Fort Gadsden are cov-
ered with water except in a few places, called, though
improperly, bluffs where the Indians and negroes
had small clearings and farms. These partially ele-
vated spots seldom extend more than a few hundred
yards and have generally a thick growth of timber
peculiar to southern rivers with live-oak, white-oak,
maple, white pine, cypress, bay and cabbage palmet-
to. After proceeding four miles through the east
pass, the timber almost entirely disappears, and the
current runs between low banks covered at high tides
and without any other growth than sedge and rush-
es-on the west side of the Main pass the timbered
country extends to the mouth and affords both at the
old Woman’s Bluff and as low as the cockle banks on
the sound much second-rate land. Between the two
passes there is an impassable sedge marsh with some
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scattered dwarf cypress and other stunted trees, and
interspersed with numerous little crooked bayous
scarcely large enough to float a canoe.
New River.

This stream rises opposite to and interlocks with
the head branches of Big-log creek of Apalachicola.
Its source is among very large and intricate bay-
galls covering for a great extent a low flat pondy
country, with no growth on the higher parts but pine
and palmetto. Some of the eastern branches, which
are all small, head northeastwardly towards the
western branches of Okalokina and below the path
to Mikusukey their waters interlock. The head
branches before their junction run east of south,
and the course of the main stream thence, is nearly
south until its entrance into the sound. There is no
good land on any of the waters of this creek. (304)
In the forks of some of the branches there is high
pine barren and good cattle range, but the greater
part of the country through which New river runs
is low and wet, covered with numerous thickety
ponds and swamps of evergreens. Below the path
to Mikusukey the bay-galls increase in number and
size rendering the country nearly impenetrable even
by the hunter and this character continues to the
mouth of the stream.
3.D Okalokina.

The Okalokina rises above the Florida boundary
and nearly East of the Chehaw towns on Flint river.
It has several large branches.-

Little River is the largest of these and is about
half the size of the main stream where they unite.
It heads about north-east from Fort Scott and rises
in a fertile tract of land which continues down the
creek particularly on the east side as low as the fork.
This valuable district is a continuation with partial
interruptions of a belt of fertile land extending per-
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haps from the Escambia but certainly from Kanards
west of Flint river to the waters of Assilla creek. On
Little River this tract extends to the Okalokina and
differs from other parts of the district alluded to in
being well watered. The growth on this land is pre-
cisely similar to that of the good land north of Fort
Scott and that near Tallehassa and Mikasukey and
there is nearly the same inequality of surface pre-
senting a country picturesque in its aspect and from
climate and soil perfectly adapted to the culture of all
the southern products. In the lower parts of the dis-
trict, the secondary limestone is visible at the surface
and in almost all the small branches the banks and
bottoms present it in abundance. The quantity of
reed in the lesser streams affords a permanent range
for stock, and the herbage of the higher parts al-
though not so durable is much more grateful and
nutritious than the more luxuriant but coarse pas-
turage of the pine land.-The good land of Little
River extends in strips along its western branches
as far as the hilly second-rate land about the heads
of Musquito creek.

Little River enters Okalokina fifteen miles above
the lower path and is crossed by the upper routes to
Mikasukey from Fort Scott and the neighboring
country. The main fork of Okalokina before the
junction [with] Little river also runs through an ex-
tensive body of good land exactly similar to the other
fertile districts and reaching from near the head, to
Mikasukey and the ponds south of that place and
Tallahassa. The branches running through this
tract on the east side of Okalokina are few and small
-the country of course badly watered but in other
respects it presents the same advantages as the land
on Little River. On the bank of Okalokina the good
land ends eight miles above the mouth of Little
River, continuing at some distance from the stream
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in a southern direction towards the gulf. Below,
there are at intervals narrow strips of second-rate
land but no considerable body.

Toloche. Is next in size to little river among the
tributaries of Okalokina. Its head waters interlock
with Musquito creek and are only separated from
them by narrow crooked ridges of high pine land
with sand, rock and gravel. Its course to its junc-
tion with the main stream is S. S. E. and it unites
five miles below the lower path to Mikasukey after
receiving a sufficient number of smaller branches to
swell it into a large creek. (305) There is a body of
fine land on Toloche, but from two or three miles
above the junction to its head there are many small
intervals of tolerable soil breaking the monotony of
the sand and pine and affording room for a scattered
population. The country good and bad is well
watered and the surface is varied by the alternations
of good and poor land, the latter being invariably
low and wet, the former a little rolling. This creek
is noted for the size of its swamp which is one mile
and a quarter wide where the path crosses it and
continues occasional intervals [sic] of low pine bluffs
to the head. The soil of this swamp is everywhere
first rate, and if protected from inundations which
occasionally cover it would afford valuable sites for
plantations. It is doubtful how far the waters of
Okalokina extend to the eastward, in the low coun-
try between Toloche and the gulf there are many
small streams, heading in Bay-Galls and feeding
large shallow ponds. Near Tallahassee there are
some large branches running N. E. to which together
with the small stream at the village are Okalokina
waters.-The eastern branches extend probably as
far as the ponds in which the Assilla rises and their
course thence is but little south of west. The banks
of Okalokina are generally high above Toloche where
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the Mikasukey path crosses there is a high bluff on
the east side with a soft clay rock, resembling the
semi-indurated argillaceous rock of the upper parts
of the Tombigby and its western waters. Below
there are several low pine bluffs and at the mouth
in the sound there is more high bank than is usual
at the outlets of the other Florida rivers, the length
of Okalokina is about one hundred and eighty miles
and below Toloche it widens to one hundred and
twenty yards. Five miles above, it has a width of
fifty-six yards and a depth of eight or ten feet in com-
mon water. The banks and bottom are generally
sandy. Small boats may ascend above the mouth of
little river into the heart of the good land on that
and the main stream-there being no obstructions
but what may be easily removed. The Okalokina
Sound communicates with the Gulf nine miles N. E.
from the east end of St. George’s Island and forty
miles in the same course, from the mouths of Apa-
lachicola.-
4. Wakally R.

This is the west branch of Apalache or St. Mark’s
river and heads nine miles N. N. W. from the junc-
tion. Its source is in a large rocky spring sixty feet
in diameter and one hundred and twenty feet deep,
with water so transparent that the smallest object
is visible at the bottom. The rock is secondary lime-
stone but little indurated and the same that is called
rotten limestone in the Alibama Territory. The
land about this curious basin is second-rate: the
growth hickory and oak with some cane-the surface
agreeably uneven and having charming spats for
settlements. The low lands of the river are general-
ly good but somewhat swampy-hemmed in by ex-
tensive pine flats and occasionally relieved by strips
of excellent soil. The river has three feet water to
the spring-but for one half the distance is chocked
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with high sedge grass. This obstruction however
can be easily removed. The good land about the
head of Wakally spreads south-west and north for
several miles. Eastwardly it is soon lost in the piney
wastes north of Fort St. Mark. The spring is most
probably fed by the waters of the extensive ponds
south of Tallahassa by subterranean communica-
tions. In the extensive hammock which [lies] north-
eastwardly from its head there are hundreds of sinks
with the purest water at their bottoms-and this
hammock with its sinks extends to the glady ponds
just mentioned. The water would be excellent, were
it not for its impregnation with the rotten limestone,
whether this mixture is unwholesome or the contrary
is hardly yet decided. At St. Stephens on the Tom-
bigby there exists a difference of opinion respecting
its qualities. Most people think them hurtful from
the unpleasant taste of the (306) water and their
opinion seems to be well founded-for nature ap-
pears to have made the taste an infallible criterion
of the goodness of water. Being so necessary a
material of human nutriment it is truly providential
that its mere sapidity should compell at once a per-
suasion of either its wholesome or noxious proper-
ties. There are no streams of any note entering
Wakally. Several branches heading a short dis-
tance in the pine woods swell into broad shallow
streams in entering the sedgy margin just above and
below the Fort: but they have neither current nor
depth and resemble small inlets more than running
streams.
5. St.Mark' R.

The St. Mark heads fifteen miles N. N. E. from
the Fort in a large grassy pond surrounded by low
poor pine and palmetto land. The branches south of
Mikasukey running in a southern direction probably
unite with this pond by subterranean communica-
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tions in the same way as was conjectured respecting
the head of Wakally. From the source to the fork,
there is at wide intervals, a variation of soil and
timber by a mixture of oak and hickory-but the
appearance of the land is nowhere very prepos-
sessing and is everywhere low and flat. In wet
seasons, there is abundance of stagnant water. Two
and a half miles from the fork there is a natural
bridge over the river nearly three miles in extent
covered with thickets and heavy swamp timber. The
break from under the bridge on the south side is
abrupt, and the current at low tide very perceptible.
The raft or bridge is swampy and almost impervious.
Below this point the river is navigable for any ves-
sel that can get over the bar. One mile from the fort,
the timbered land both on the Wakally and St. Mark,
recedes from the banks diverging towards the gulf
and leaves a gradually widening interval  of sedgy
marsh intersected by small bayous and impassable
at any season. From the junction of the two streams
the length of the Apalache is nine miles nearly south
to the bay; and at the mouth there is a sandbar and
serious obstructions from oyster banks. The Apa-
lache is navigable for vessels drawing six feet water,
but the channel is crooked and difficult being nar-
rowed by the frequent projection of oyster banks
from the points. The Apalache enters the gulf at
the head of Apalache bay and twenty miles from
Okalokina point.
6. Assilla Creek.

Of the head of this creek nothing certain is known.
The path from Mikasukey to Sahwanne which crosses
it at or near the source, strikes it twenty miles from
the first place in a course of about north 48 east. At
this point, the creek either rises in or has swelled to
a large grassy pond four hundred yards wide and
with a strong current in the middle. Its course
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thence, to the crossing of the lower route is nearly
south and thence to the mouth extent about eighty
miles. On the upper part of the creek there is a body
of good land similar to that on Okalokina both in
soil and growth and probably a continuation of the
fine land lying westwardly. The tract on Assilla ex-
tends seven or eight miles down the creek a little be-
low the centre path to Sahwanne. It is tolerably
watered and has advantages equal to the Okalokina
land.-Below the lower path the country is similar
to that on New river and is a rapid alternation of
swamp and bay-gall to the mouth where the swamp
becomes very extensive and impervious. The banks
are low and thickety with occasionally pine bluffs of
little elevation, but the whole country is (307) is flat
with the predominant monotonous growth of pine
and palmetto, a quarter of a mile below the lower
path there is a natural bridge over this creek covered
with timber and similar to that over the St. Mark
except in being more open and not swampy. It is
not easy to account for those singular causeways
which are found on all the Florida creeks. They
cannot be made by the accumulation of soil and rafts
of timber, stopped by obstructions in the current.
For those streams are neither large or long enough
to furnish an adequate quantity of drift-nor is there
that abundant abrasion of their banks and conse-
quent undermining of timber that accumulates such
quantities of wood at the island and estuary’s of
other streams. From the nature of the soil also there
is never such a quantity of sediment as would cover
a large raft with deep alluvion in a manner similar
to those singular obstructions in Red river, Atcha-
falaya and some other streams of Louisiana. The
only probable explanation of the fact is that the
stream is engulphed in one of the many cavities
peculiar to countries of secondary floetz formation,
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and that immediately after it finds vent through
other openings and continues its course in a channel
made by its own current.-One of those bridges on
the creek east of Assilla seems from its conforma-
tion to strengthen this conjecture. The creek which
is called natural bridge is thirty feet wide and five
feet deep. A short distance above the lower path
there is a stratum of limestone rock twenty-five feet
wide, entirely across the channel and excepting at
times of very high water affording a dry and secure
bridge. When the army crossed the under part of
the arch was not above water-and from the rapid
boiling of the current in its descent and ascent, the
cavity appeared to have considerable depth. From
the sandy bank on either side of the Creek there is
a short descent to the rock and from the appearance
of the banks and the surface of the bridge, the water
evidently runs over it in the rainy seasons. This
rock was no doubt formerly covered with soil similar
to that over the bridges of St. Mark and Assilla, but
from the strength of the current, and the narrowness
of the obstructions, it has been gradually washed off
during successive inundations. On a stream further
east, there is another equally strong confirmation of
the supposition. The creek is thirty-five feet wide
at the crossing place-and, after a steep descent
from the bank which on both sides is high and open
the ford which is shallow is based on a rough lime-
stone rock similar to the other rock of the country
and extending across the channel. Sixty feet below,
there is a considerable fall and immediately above,
an abrupt change of depth from two to nine feet with
ebullition of the water like that under the former
bridge. The gradation is so regular from this singu-
lar ford progressing to the bridge on the creek of
the same name, thence to the Assilla causeway and
lastly to that of the St. Mark, that the cause forma-
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tions and changes of these singular features appear
to be plainly indicated. The Assilla enters Apa-
lache Bay eighteen miles east of the mouth of Apa-
lache River.-
7. 8 Natural Bridge and Slippery Log Crs.-

Nothing is known of the heads of these streams
from their size at the crossing places of the lower
path which are .......miles distant from the coast, they
must head above or near the line-and probably rise
in the immense grassy ponds which cover the whole
country in that quarter. They have clear and rapid
currents with sandy banks-and bottoms of sand and
rock alternately at their mouths, the swamps are of
prodigious extent. These two streams enter the gulf
near to each other and only a few miles east of As-
silla.-
(308) Histen-Hatche Cr.

This creek rises above the line and interlocks with
some western branches of Sahwanne. It. is supplied
in its course by drains from extensive ponds lying
mostly on its eastern side. There is said to be a good
land on some parts of its banks but from the general
character of the country it must. be of secondary
quality. Histen-hatche empties into Dead-mans Bay
fifty-five miles south-east from Apalache. None of
those small streams are of any consequence in navi-
gation. The coast where they disembogue is so very
shoal that even were they navigable, but little use
could be made of them. At present they only afford
an occasional shelter for the canoes of the Indians.-
Sahwanne or St. Juan R.

From all the information that could be collected
respecting the source and branches of this river, it
would appear to have two main branches, one rising
in the Eokafanoke swamp, the other rising in Geor-
gia and heading north of east from Fort Early on
Flint. This latter prong encircles with its head
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waters the sources of Satillo on the east and Eoka-
lokina on the west, and issues by numerous springs
from the marshy eastern slope of the ridge between
the Oakmulgee and Flint. It is said to run through
good land above the line, lying in an eastern direc-
tion from Fort Scott and probably a spur of good
land near the head of Okalokina-but the informa-
tion respecting this part of the river is too uncertain
to be much depended on.-The branch of Sahwanne
issuing from the great swamp is a little better known
and is described as navigable in the swamp with a
width of one hundred yards and a very gentle cur-
rent, but somewhat obstructed by logs.-On its union
with the western prong it becomes a stream as large
as Apalachicola and very similar to that river in
general character. The course of the western branch
of Sahwanne is south-east until its union with the
east prong when the river turns south and S. S. W.
which course it preserves to its mouth. The whole
length of the river must be near two hundred miles
of which one hundred are easily navigable for com-
mon river craft.-From the swamp to the towns, a
distance of about sixty miles the banks are generally
high with a hammock growth and second rate soil.
Below the towns, the general course of the Sahwanne
is considerably west of south and in the scenery of
its banks width and current is similar to the Apa-
lachicola. The land when above inundation is gen-
erally flat low hammock with an almost impervious
growth of swamp timber and thicket-and at in-
tervals there are low pine bluffs with sandy soil and
some shells. Near the bay the river separates into
three mouths of which the west on the right-hand
is the most accessible although the narrowest, being
deeper and shorter than any of the others. Canoes
go through the east pass for the Bay of Tampia. The
delta of Sahwanne has but little timber and is gen-
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erally swampy and overflowed. There is much cy-
press on this part with some live and swamp oak
and but few cabbage trees. The sedge marsh con-
tinues eight or ten miles with some scattered dwarf
timber. The number of oyster banks at the mouth
is prodigious and completely obstruct the entrance
of the river there being no channel through them
deeper than four and a half feet even at high tide.
The banks of Sahwanne in the great swamp are
described as in some places sufficiently high to admit
of (309) cultivation and several Indian exiles did
inhabit one of these small elevations for several
years. They perished however leaving no trace of
their existence, and an exploring party sent to suc-
cour them, searched many days for their cabins with-
out success. The soil of this morass is similar
to that in the larger Bay-Galls-consisting of a
deep mass of loose mould and vegetable fibre mat-
ter and strengthened by the intertwisted roots of
large timber and resting on a base of sand and clay.
The growth, both of timber and thicket is uncom-
monly impervious and it would be difficult to con-
ceive a prospect of greater gloom and horror than
it contributes in the interior of the swamp. The
observer is nearly shut out from the light of day and
finds the unstable soil shake under every movement
of his feet. Another step may plunge him into un-
seen abysses, whilst the roar of alligators and thous-
ands of beasts of prey annoy him day and night.
Throughout the swamp however there are small
isolated spots of firm good soil but they are so little
elevated above the wetter parts that a heavy rain in-
volves them in the general inundation.
4. Coasts.

The general configuration of the coast from cape
Blaise /20 miles west of Apalachicola, to the mouth
of Sawwanne is that of a crescent, the northern seg-
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ment of which forms the bay of Apalache. The shore
is everywhere low and flat and only variegated by the
alternation of sand-beach, cockle-bank and sedge-
marsh. The peculiar features of the coast are the
cockle-banks, or bluffs-the sedge islands-the keys
and the oyster banks.

1. The cockle banks are elevated spots along the
gulf shore, consisting of a mass of sand and shells
heaped up by the sea at a very remote period and
rendered escarped as at present by subsequent revo-
lutions of tempest and current. Their great age is
apparent from the depth of mould and vegetable
detritus which they always exhibit and their original
formation is plain from the irregular manner in
which the sand and shells are heaped up together.
Their growth is principally cedar and cabbage tree
with great quantities of the cassino bush the leaves
of which are dried by the Indians and used in making
their black drink.

2. The keys are only different from the shell banks
in being detached from the coast their formation ap-
pearance and growth are precisely the same.

3. The sedge-marsh is found at the mouth of all
the Florida rivers in all the indentations of the
coast-and at almost all the points. It is formed by
a gradual deposit of sand and mud on a stratum of
calcareous rock, and is the first stage in the physical
formation of the country. Its only growth is high
coarse grass and rushes with occasionally cabbage
trees and some stunted cypress. Some of those
morasses are covered at high tide-others are above
ordinary freshes and only inundated by southern
gales. The latter with some labour might no doubt
be made productive. The marsh at the delta of
Apalachicola is lower than that at Sahwanne. The
former is inundated every tide and is too soft to bear
the weight of a man. That at Sahwanne a few miles
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above the mouth, is above high water mark and tol-
erably firm.

4. The oyster banks are the most serious obstruc-
tions to navigation along this part of the coast. They
chock up the mouth of all the rivers and by their
irregular courses and annual changes, perplex the
oldest pilots.-They consist of a yearly increasing
mass of oysters on an irregular stratum of calcerous
rock forming the southern slope of the same rock
seen at the surface in the flat land of the interior.
The navigation of the coast from cape Blaise to Sah-
wanne is extremely difficult (310) for any vessels
drawing more than ten feet water and it is always
tedious from the variety of courses which the singu-
lar arrangement of the oyster and sand banks make
necessary. St. George’s Sound is formed by Deer
Island on the west, St. George’s Island in the center
and Fox Island on the east.-Deer island lies half-
way between Cape Blaise and Apalachicola and be-
tween it and the coast there is a very narrow pass
only navigable for canoes. It is about fourteen miles
in circumference and of a triangular shape. St.
George’s island extends from the south end of Deer
island twenty-five miles in a direction parallel to the
coast. It is narrow at its eastern extremity but near
the western end is three or four miles in breadth.
Fox island is nearly a continuation of St. George’s
island five miles further east. The sound at the west-
ern extremity is eight miles in width-at the mouth
of the Apalachicola not more than six-and it gets
much narrower to the eastward. The main pass in
between Deer and St. George’s Islands. Thence the
channel is a little north of east, and close under the
shore of St. George’s to a point bearing nearly S. E.
from the western mouth of Apalachicola. From that
point it is staked into the river.
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The eastern pass of the sound has ten feet water
close under the east end of Fox island, and thence
after bearing five miles S. E. to clear a sand bank
that projects from the coast west of Okalokina
point-there are four, three and two fathoms. water
to Apalache-when soundings change gradually to
eight and a half, seven, six and five feet. At high
water vessels drawing eight feet can get over the
bar. From Apalache to Sahwanne the coast is
shoaly-but from the mouth of the former keeping
a course of S. 53. E. a vessel drawing eight feet water
will have little difficulty. The mouth of Sahwanne
as has already been stated is entirely obstructed by
oyster banks.

(The remainder of the Memoir, containing a detailed description
of the Indians of the Floridas, will appear in the next issue of
the Quarterly, and the Itineraries will follow.)
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WILLIAM PANTON TO JOHN FORBES

Pensacola 29th June 1794

Mr. John Forbes,
My dear Sir:

I have your several letters of the 8th, 12th and
16th instant to answer.

I gave Seagrove’s talk to the Choctaws into the
hands of Colo. White, who has not returned it to me;
but I will ask him for it and you shall have it back.
The Baron has a report that Seagrove was displaced
and that another agent is appointed in his room, of
which, I believe not one syllable.

The man proved himself too good a servant to be
displaced, and I am much mistaken if the Baron will
not soon hear of his return to his former stand in
the Tuchebatchy, where in all probability he will
chalk out a job for the Western Mexico, that will
occasion him to repent of his shameful parsimony
in his conduct to Indians,-he has not a straight line
in any one instance that regards these people! and
the name of a Spaniard he has greatly helped to
render more odious, if possible, than ever it was
among Indians, even in the day of Cortes.

The Townspeople in the lower Creeks have been
here, where they were fed on one pint of rice a day
and not a grain more-the presents they got were
so trifling that they would have tossed them into the
Bay, but for certain reasons that was given them
by Milford-and they carried them home with them
I fear as a testimony to their Countrymen how un-
reasonable it is to place any confidence in the prom-
ises made them from this side-Creeks, Cherokees
everyone is dissatisfied.
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It appears something extraordinary, yet it is no
less certain that my Creek ‘Tradders’ have been ex-
tremely punctual in their payments this Spring.
They have not it is true, all of them been able to
ballance acco’ts. but they have mostly all of them
been here with the whole of the skins they had on
hand notwithstanding of Seagroves promises of a
cheap trade . . . I suppose he is not ready yet with
his goods at prime cost, and perhaps my Lads from
their punctuality now, expects to [illegible] their
credit in the Winter, but I shall see how things are
by that time, and shall govern myself accordingly-
There is here 89 hhlds skins besides a great many
Bears Otters Beavers and small furs-not one of
the Cherokees have appeared as yet but in the Fall
I look for them. I shall be extremely glad to find
untrue the repart of Wamps’s capture, but it is cer-
tain that Seagrove wrote an account of it to his
agent in the Cussitaws asserted more [illegible]
and that skins were for sale in Lond. poor Wamps
if this is true, loses about 1200 Drs. being cash he
got for his first adventure.-

The Baron must do as he pleases with my Memo-
rial, but in six or eight months our bonds will be-
come something looser than they are at present
when we must strive to draw our necks out of the
halter in the best manner we can.

With this you will receive Gayoso’s letter to But-
lers in answer to the one he wrote him on the subject
of Turnbull. It just serves to show that there is two
Jesuits instead of one, and that it is difficult to say
who is the more to blame-if Turnbull feels himself
falling behind he will no doubt call on his friends to
share the loss, which I presume will not be pleasant
to them.

I send you your account current with the interest
calculated on it to the 30 inst.-I could allow no
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abatement in the hire of the Brig, the convenience
of which enabled you to get rid of your skins that
otherwise would have remained all the year on hand,
owing to the Esdailes late arrival and I assure you
the Brig with all the freights she made is far from
saving herself.

I can give no further credit on Domanges accounts
until actually received :

I have looked into our books to see what. allowance
was made to new concern for packing the skins of
1792 and in the month of August 1795 I find old con-
cern debited for packing 358 hhds and nine casks-
[This letter is wnsigned and seems to have been Panton’s copy.]

[Endorsed:]
Wm. Panton, Esq.

to
John Forbes, Esq.
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